AGENDA

Thursday, April 15

11:30 Call to Order
   B. Siegel

Welcoming Remarks, Introduction of Task Force Members
   R. Schweickart/T. Jones

11:40 Ad-Hoc Task Force on Planetary Defense Terms of Reference
   - Charter, schedule, and deliverables
   R. Schweickart/T. Jones

12:30 PM LUNCH – on your own

1:30 NASA Near Earth Object (NEO) Program Status;
   NASA FY11 Budget for NEO Research
   L. Johnson

2:30 Summary of Findings – National Research Council NEO Report (Jan 10)
   Irwin Shapiro, Harvard - Professor of Astrophysics

3:30 BREAK

3:45 United Nations NEO Threat Response; UN New Working Group in Committee on
   the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS)
   T. Jones

4:45 Discussion/Questions from the Public

5:30 ADJOURN
AGENDA

Friday, April 16

9:00 AM Opening Remarks - R. Schweickart/T. Jones

9:05 Status of Congressional Directive to Office of Science & Technology Policy (OSTP)
R. Schweickart

10:00 NEOs in the Context of the Augustine Committee Report (Oct 09)
Edward Crawley, MIT - Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics

10:30 NASA Exploration Systems Mission Directorate - NEO Exploration – Status
Michael Wargo, NASA HQ - Chief Lunar Scientist for Exploration Systems

11:00 BREAK

11:15 ad hoc Task Force views on NASA NEO Activities and Priorities
NAC Briefing and Future Meetings

12:15 PM Discussion/Questions from the Public

1:00 ADJOURN